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Abstract
The presidency of Barack Obama ushered in a welcome
honeymoon period in US-Latin American relations following
eight years of the Bush administration’s polarizing policies
towards the region. Early optimism has been tempered by the
reappearance of tensions in hemispheric relations. They include
the rise of Brazil as a regional power, the role of Venezuela and
the continued strain in US-Cuban relations. Regional relations
are further complicated by China’s growing economic presence
in Latin America, increased ties with Iran and Russia, different
US and Latin reactions to the June 2009 coup in Honduras, and
the crisis response to the January 2010 earthquake in Haiti. Still,
the US has potential to advance a strategy of substantive, issueoriented engagement designed to rekindle the early goodwill that
resulted from Obama’s election to the White House.
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Introduction
The election of Barack Hussein Obama as the 44th president
of the United States was widely hailed at home and abroad as a
pivotal and potentially epoch-making event. In a remarkably short
time, Obama moved from a rising star of the Democratic Party
to a formidable presidential candidate to become the first black
president of the US. The world celebrated Obama’s election as an
example of the American possibility of renewal and a welcome
shift from the perception of strident unilateralism that had dogged
President George W. Bush — even after his policies took a more
moderate and multilateral turn during his second term in office.
Virtually every major world region expected its relations with
the US to be substantially altered (and mostly improved) by a
new American president with a decidedly more cooperative and
multilateral approach to foreign policy.
Latin America and the Caribbean were no exception. The
33 developing countries of the Western Hemisphere broadly
welcomed Obama’s election to the White House. Indeed, in
no part of the world outside Africa did the election of a black
US president have greater symbolic value. Latin America, with
its history of slavery and racism, is home to a large African
diaspora. As many as one-third of the region’s 550 million
inhabitants are Afro-descendent — including a large fraction
of the population in Brazil — with the vast majority of the
Caribbean and smaller communities throughout the Andes and
Central America. Coupled with the fact that Latin American
countries generally prefer Democratic presidents, for reasons
that have as much to do with unpleasant Cold War memories
of Nixon and Reagan as any specific policy agenda, Obama’s
emergence was a welcome event. In a BBC poll which included
surveys of opinion in Brazil, Mexico and Panama, respondents
heavily favoured Obama over his Republican opponent John
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McCain, and about half thought that their nation’s relations with
the US would improve as a result of his election. (Canadians,
uncharacteristically, were even more optimistic.) About 60
percent of Mexicans added that it would fundamentally change
their view of the United States, and slightly fewer than half of
Panamanians and about one-third of Brazilians agreed (BBC
World Service, 2008).
While virtually all the presidents of Latin America and the
Caribbean hailed Obama’s election, specific responses reflected
the idiosyncrasies of each country — perhaps nowhere more
so than Brazil, where six candidates in municipal elections
legally changed their names to either Barack or Obama in an
attempt to capitalize on the local popularity of the American
candidate. Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (quoted
in Foley, 2009), a leftist who had burnished his credentials as
a pragmatist by cozying up to the Bush administration, placed
Obama’s election in a regional context, saying, “In the same
way that Brazil elected a metalworker, Bolivia an Indian,
Venezuela a Chávez, and Paraguay a bishop, I believe it will be
an extraordinary thing if in the biggest economy in the world
a black is elected president.” Brazilian Foreign Minister Celso
Amorim chimed in that, “We aren’t going to deny that the
Brazilian government had a good, pragmatic relationship with
the Bush government, but now the relationship can be refined,
and we hope to establish a relationship of partners with the new
US government” (quoted in Erikson, 2008). Lula later proposed
two policy changes for Obama to implement: an end to US
agricultural subsidies and the repeal of the US embargo of Cuba.
Mexican President Felipe Calderon spoke with Obama about
the challenge of fighting organized crime and drug trafficking,
an issue also emphasized by Colombian president Álvaro Uribe
along with urging passage of the controversial Colombia Free
Trade Agreement then awaiting a vote in the US Congress.
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Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez said of Obama, “We
don’t ask him to be a revolutionary, nor a socialist, but that
he rise to the moment in the world,” adding, “we hope the
next government will end that savage embargo and aggression
against Cuba” (The Telegraph, 2008). In a column in the
Cuban government newspaper Granma, Fidel Castro, the ailing
82-year old ex-president of Cuba, expressed relief that the US
had not elected John McCain, whom he described as “old,
bellicose, uncultured, not very intelligent, and not in good
health” — proving yet again that the grizzled Cuban leader did
not subscribe to the notion that those in glass houses should
not throw stones. Castro praised Obama as “more intelligent,
educated and level-headed,” but fretted that “concerns over the
world’s pressing problems really do not occupy an important
place in Obama’s mind.” Another commentary in Granma
described Obama’s victory as “surprising and meteoric,” which
the author credited in part to McCain’s fateful decision to select
as his running mate “the Arctic Amazon of Alaska, Sarah Palin”
(Montoto, 2008). But it was Prime Minister Baldwin Spencer of
the tiny twin island nation of Antigua and Barbuda that made the
grandest gesture. He promptly wrote a letter of congratulation to
the US president-elect in which he declared that his country’s
tallest mountain, the 1,319-foot high Boggy Peak, would be
henceforth known as Mount Obama (Kentish, 2009).

Bringing Latin America into Focus
All this hoopla caused even hardened sceptics to wonder if
Barack Obama could revive the flagging relationship between
the US and Latin America following the disenchantment of the
Bush years. To some degree, enthusiasm for Latin America is
cyclical, as newly elected US presidents frequently promise
to reinvigorate ties with America’s neighbours to the south.
Some have made good faith efforts: Bill Clinton, for example,
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helped secure enactment of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993, restored the ousted Haitian
president Jean-Bertrand Aristide to power in Haiti and convened
the first meeting of the Summit of the Americas in 1994. Clinton
later became so preoccupied with the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia and then his impeachment scandal at home that,
with the exception of the drug war in Colombia, Latin America
largely fell from the agenda.
George W. Bush invited then Mexican President Vicente
Fox as the first guest at a White House state dinner in early
September 2001, where he declared that the US “has no more
important relationship in the world than the one we have with
Mexico.” The 9/11 terrorist attacks occurred the following week,
and Mexico, along with the rest of Latin America, virtually
disappeared from the US foreign policy agenda for the rest of
Bush’s first term, except for the effort to negotiate a range of
bilateral free trade agreements (FTA) with regional allies. It
could be argued that, no matter where an American president’s
foreign policy eventually ends up, an early emphasis is often
placed on Latin America; history demonstrates, however, that
US policy towards Latin America does not change quickly,
especially during the first year of a new American presidency.
The Obama administration’s Latin America policy has been
shaped by four important factors. The first was the broader
foreign policy environment facing the US government as well as
the overall trajectory and scope of Obama’s global engagement.
Given that the top three priorities of the Obama administration
were the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and the repercussions
of the financial and economic crisis that the White House
inherited, Latin America was generally relegated to a lower
priority, as reflected in a limited number of new initiatives,
and the slow and uneven pace of staffing key governmental
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positions. Still, Obama recast US international relations from
the Manichean “with us or against us” approach favoured by the
Bush administration to a style that embraced global engagement
and direct diplomacy. The Western Hemisphere was not the
primary focus of US outreach, but nevertheless it experienced
the positive reverberations, whether it meant the more frequent
meetings with G20 countries like Argentina, Brazil, Canada,
and Mexico; the cautious diplomatic openings to Cuba and
Venezuela; or the efforts to back a Latin America-led solution to
the political crisis in Honduras that was precipitated by the ouster
of President José Manuel Zelaya in June 2009.
The second factor was the political and bureaucratic
momentum that drives forward a number of US policies in Latin
America, some of which date back decades while others were
created under the Bush administration. While Obama softened
the edges of longstanding policies like the US embargo of Cuba
and the “war on drugs,” his administration demonstrated little
enthusiasm for seriously rethinking or reversing these efforts
despite the tensions that these policies produced in the region
(see Latin American Commission on Drugs and Democracy,
2009; Reuters, 2008). The same was true for a number of more
promising Bush-era initiatives, such as the Merida Initiative (to
provide police and military support to the Mexican government
as it battles drug traffickers along its northern borders), and
the expansion of the nearly decade-old effort to help the
Colombian government establish internal security and dismantle
guerrilla groups. In May 2009, the Obama administration
requested US$1.4 billion to expand the Millennium Challenge
Corporation, a US aid effort created by Bush officials to reward
high performing governments in poor countries worldwide, with
major poverty reduction compacts already active in El Salvador,
Honduras and Nicaragua, and threshold programs established for
Guyana, Paraguay and Peru.
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Third, the Obama administration, like most of its predecessors,
exercised caution in dealing with high-cost, low-reward policy
issues such as immigration reform, new trade deals and Cuba.
Serious negotiations with the US Congress over immigration
reform were postponed until after the passage of health care
reform, which absorbed an enormous amount of political effort.
While the Obama administration quickly backpedalled from its
campaign promise to “renegotiate NAFTA,” it has nevertheless
shied away from bucking the strong anti-trade tendencies that
dominate the Democratic Party. Significant trade agreements that
the Bush administration negotiated with Colombia and Panama
were left in limbo as a result, and the plans for the US-backed
Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) have essentially been
consigned to purgatory following the breakdown in negotiations
that occurred during Bush’s second term (see Shifter, 2009).
A widely acknowledged need to overhaul Cuba policy was
muted by concerns about provoking the ire of strongly proembargo Cuban exile legislators in the House of Representatives
and Senate, even though a sea change in the sentiments of
the broader Cuban American community initially seemed to
encourage a broader opening.
Lastly, emerging political trends in Latin America have
raised new questions about how the US should define its
relationship with the countries to its south at a time when they
are exhibiting a greater level of assertiveness (see Cooper and
Heine, 2009). This independent streak is increasingly apparent
throughout South America. During Lula’s presidency, Brazil
has strengthened its role as a continental leader and achieved
new political heft on the world stage. The decision by the
International Olympic Committee to award the 2016 games
to Brazil, bypassing Obama’s hometown Chicago, marks the
first time that a South American country has been chosen to
host the Olympics and represents a major symbolic milestone
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in Brazil’s rise, much as the 2008 games in Beijing served
that purpose for China. Assuming that he remains in office
despite the rapidly deteriorating economy, Venezuela’s Hugo
Chávez has positioned himself as the regional provocateur and
principal adversary of American dominance in the Western
Hemisphere. Leaders in Ecuador, Bolivia, and Argentina have
taken steps to distance themselves from the US, while Chile
and Peru have become more focused on trade ties with the
Asia-Pacific region. Colombia, notwithstanding its reliance on
US military aid, remains irritated that its free trade deal with
the US remains indefinitely stalled pending a congressional
vote in Washington. In Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean, the region’s economic interconnectedness with
the United States has persisted as the dominant fact of its
politics. Mexican President Felipe Calderon pledged to work
closely with the US to solve the problem of drug-related
insecurity along the border. Still, all countries are experiencing
a diversification of political relationships and the Caribbean
is looking increasingly to China (see Phillips, 2009) and
Venezuela (see Legler, 2009) as major partners.

The Globalization of Latin America
The United States has long been wary of foreign powers
meddling in the Western Hemisphere for reasons both real
and imagined. In recent years, Latin America’s increasingly
diverse international relations have stoked these fears anew,
as the US has witnessed the region draw closer to global
rivals just as American influence is facing unprecedented
challenges. The warm embrace that Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad received from Venezuelan president
Hugo Chávez and, more recently, Brazil’s President Lula,
provides the most dramatic example of a new trend that
has seen Latin America and the Caribbean seek greater
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independence from the United States while deepening ties
with such emerging powers outside the hemisphere as
China, India and Russia. To be sure, many US policy makers
intellectually understand that this increasingly complex
mosaic of international relations is the product of a more
globalized world. Still, there is an underlying current of
unease that American primacy in the Western Hemisphere is
being threatened in subtle but important ways.
Of course, there has long been a precept in US foreign
policy that was developed to address precisely this problem.
It is called the Monroe Doctrine, after its creator President
James Monroe, and it represents the iconic assertion of the
United States’ right to oppose foreign powers in the Western
Hemisphere. Today, the realities that were the foundation for
the Monroe Doctrine have fundamentally changed, but the
United States has been slow to adjust its attitudes and mindset
accordingly. In order to be effective in Latin America, the
Obama administration recognizes that it must adapt to an
increasingly globalized era in inter-American relations. As a
result, the US has attempted to forge a middle path between
counterproductive efforts to isolate countries with which it has
difficult relations and efforts to engage Latin America’s rising
powers that show little interest in reciprocating American
goodwill. In May 2009, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton,
speaking at a public forum in Washington, D.C., was asked
how the US should manage the challenges posed by Hugo
Chávez, the Venezuelan leader who has positioned himself
as the chief opponent of American power in Latin America.
Secretary Clinton (2009) used the opportunity to rebut the
George W. Bush administration’s record in dealing with leftist
leaders in the hemisphere, saying that “the prior administration
tried to isolate them . . . It didn’t work.” She continued,
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I have to say that I don’t think in today’s world, where
it’s a multipolar world, where we are competing for
attention and relationships with at least the Russians,
the Chinese, the Iranians, that it’s in our interest to turn
our backs on countries in our own hemisphere.
Clinton also stated that the new engagement between extra
hemispheric actors and certain Latin American countries is
“quite disturbing” (Clinton, 2009).
Secretary Clinton is hardly the first US public official to
cast China’s growing presence in Latin America as a sign
that the US should deepen its own engagement in the region.
During the 2008 US presidential campaign, China’s growing
influence in Latin America was portrayed as a symptom of the
perceived neglect of the region by the Bush administration. In
his first debate with Republican candidate John McCain, Obama
highlighted China’s role as a potential challenge:
We’ve got challenges, for example, with China, where
we are borrowing billions of dollars. They now hold a
trillion dollars’ worth of our debt. And they are active .
. . in regions like Latin America, and Asia, and Africa.
The conspicuousness of their presence is only matched
by our absence, because we’ve been focused on Iraq.
(New York Times, 2009).
To its credit, the Obama administration has adopted a more
nuanced approach, with regard to China in Latin America.
The US posture has continued in the largely clear-headed
and restrained direction that was initiated by the second Bush
administration. Indeed, in the fall of 2009, Frank Mora, the top
official managing Western Hemisphere affairs at the Pentagon,
suggested that China could usefully help Latin America to
address the issues of ungoverned territories, lack of economic
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opportunity, and narcotics and arms trafficking in the region
(Mora, 2009). Similarly, Russia’s renewed interest in Latin
America has been met with relative equanimity, despite the
fact that Russian arms sales to the region have surged in
recent years to overtake those of the US. According to the
International Institute for Strategic Studies, Russian arms sales
to Latin America in 2009 topped US$5.4 billion, principally
to Venezuela, although Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Peru
also made major purchases (UPI, 2010). It is the deepening
engagement of Iran in Latin America that has provoked the
greatest alarm in the Obama administration. In Congressional
testimony in January 2009, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates
warned, “I’m more concerned about Iranian meddling in the
region than I am the Russians,” adding,
I’m concerned about the level of frankly subversive
activity that the Iranians are carrying on in a number of
places in Latin America ... They’re opening a lot of offices
and a lot of fronts behind which they interfere in what is
going on in some of these countries. (Reuters, 2009)
Indeed, while the Obama administration has accepted —
even embraced — the notion of a multipolar world, it continues
to indicate that one of the potential poles, Latin America, should
remain off-limits to those powers of which the US disapproves.
These latent tensions were thrown into even sharper relief in
November 2009, when Brazilian President Lula hosted a state
visit by Iranian President Ahmadinejad, despite deep disapproval
in Washington (see Sweig, 2010). The emergence of Iran as a
worrisome new actor in the region has heightened the need for
the US to develop effective responses to the region’s increasing
globalization.
The continuing debate over declining US influence in the
region is driven by a confluence of positive and negative trends.
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The most favourable change is that the Western Hemisphere
has forged a consensus on democratic norms, ratified by the
Inter-American Democratic Charter signed by OAS member
countries in 2001. Setting aside the troubling case of Cuba,
the spread of democracy has increased the political legitimacy
of the governments throughout the hemisphere — including
those at odds with the United States. Foes like Venezuela’s
Hugo Chávez and Nicaragua’s Daniel Ortega may seek to
weaken or dismantle democratic institutions, but their ability
to win power through the ballot box still shields them from
criticism among Latin American countries that hold the
principle of non-intervention more dearly than notions about
the collective defence of democracy. There is little doubt
that the United States helped democracy take root in Latin
America and the Caribbean in the 1990s, but this created new
limits on Washington’s ability to intervene in these countries
to pursue its own interests.

US Policy Challenges
Since his election in 1998, Hugo Chávez has been the political
leader who has posed the most severe test to US power from within
Latin America. Chávez both rejected the United States’ historical
leadership role (which he terms “imperialism”), and has strived to
create a network of alliances and institutions independent of US
influence. He sought to replace the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank with the Latin America-dominated
Banco del Sur, exchange the FTAA with a social trade pact
known as the Bolivarian Alternative for Latin America (ALBA),
and he funded a new Spanish-language news station Telesur as
an alternative to US media sources. Chávez has won a limited
following for these ideas in the region, and the passage of a recent
Venezuelan referendum rescinding term limits has paved the way
for him to seek another term in January 2013.
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Brazil, with the world’s fifth largest population and tenth
largest economy, is similarly interested in a realignment of
global power that recognizes its political and economic heft.
Unlike Venezuela, however, it has been careful to ensure
that its pursuit of this goal does not veer into open conflict
with the US. Indeed, Brazilian President Lula enjoyed one of
the warmest relationships with President Bush of any Latin
American leader, and the personal rapport between Obama
and Lula has been even warmer (see Marinis, 2010). Still,
Brazilian opposition to the FTAA helped fuel its demise in
2005, and the country has clashed with the US in world trade
talks as a leader of the G77 group of developing countries that
includes China, India and South Africa. Brazil’s aggressive bid
to win a permanent seat on the UN Security Council has led
Lula on a global tour to garner support for the country’s global
aspirations. Brazilian diplomacy has focused on positioning
Brazil as a leader in world affairs ready to hold the US at arm’s
length when necessary (see Simpson, 2010).
The need to manage the increasingly complex relationship
with South American countries will be a critical US policy
priority. The early effort to enhance the US-Brazil agenda was
especially vital, because strong US-Brazilian ties could help the
Obama administration handle festering tensions in countries
including Colombia, Venezuela and Bolivia. However, such
an outcome may be overly optimistic, given that Brazil and
the US soon diverged in their responses to the coup against
President Jose Manuel Zelaya in Honduras, where initial unity in
opposing the constitutional breach quickly gave way to divisions
over whether the international community should recognize
the Honduran elections scheduled for November 2009 in the
absence of Zelaya’s restoration (see Sheridan, 2009). The US
provided its tacit support to the elections while Brazil, whose
embassy in Tegucigalpa provided Zelaya sanctuary, disagreed.
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The Honduran episode illustrates the degree to which Brazil’s
rise has made the complexity of this relationship more difficult
for the Obama administration to navigate. This new dynamic
was also evident in summer 2009, when news emerged that
the US had signed a Defense Cooperation Agreement with
Colombia that gave the US access to seven Colombian military
bases under a ten-year lease. Brazil was among the countries
that reacted with hostility to the spectre of increased US
military involvement in South America, and foreign minister
Celso Amorim warned that “The presence of foreign bases in
South America awakens sensibilities of a political and even
psychological nature that should be taken into account” (quoted
in Carroll and MacAskill, 2009).
Colombia was also linked to an unpopular political battle
in the US over the merits of expanding free trade during an
economic downturn, as one of the Bush administration’s parting
gifts was the contentious and unpopular trade agreement with
Colombia, and another with Panama — a separate agreement
with South Korea was part of this equation as well. Given the
current climate in the US Congress, these agreements will not
be ratified unless there is a serious effort to ameliorate concerns
about Colombia’s situation with regards to labour rights — and
even then the anti-trade wing of the Democratic Party would
likely oppose them. Indeed, the Obama administration appears
to have consigned the Colombia trade pact to a seemingly
indefinite limbo, which will likely persist now that Alvaro Uribe,
the chief proponent of the FTA, has been barred from pursuing
a third term as president. In his State of the Union address in
January 2010, President Obama (2010) declared that “we will
strengthen our trade relations in Asia and with key partners like
South Korea and Panama and Colombia,” but he stopped short
of pledging to have the existing agreements ratified.
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By all appearances, the Bush administration’s approach of
ignoring or playing down the challenge posed by Hugo Chávez
has run out of steam — a fact highlighted by the fall 2008 ejection
of the American ambassadors to Venezuela and its close ally,
Bolivia. Furthermore, Chávez’s relationships with Iran, Russia,
and other unfriendly powers are likely to continue deepening,
and his influence in Bolivia, Ecuador and Nicaragua is clearly
growing, although the recent decline in oil prices points to new
vulnerabilities (see Romero, 2009). At the same time, Obama
has little to gain from engaging in counterproductive sabrerattling towards Venezuela, and has expressed interest in setting
the US-Venezuela relationship on sounder footing. Fashioning
a viable policy towards Venezuela, both to check Chávez’s
worrying tendencies as well as to establish a more constructive
diplomatic relationship, will ultimately be a litmus test for the
success or failure of Obama’s policies in Latin America.
The Obama administration will face no shortage of challenges
closer to home. In the area of US-Mexico cooperation, it has
faced issues in advancing the Merida Initiative, a US$1.4 billion
military aid package to help fight organized crime. This major
US effort to help Mexico contain an explosion of drug-related
violence was initially criticized for adopting a militarized
approach to the problem. In addition, a US government audit in
December 2009 revealed that only US$24.2 million of the funds
had actually been spent, because much of the program remained
mired in red tape and governmental bureaucracy (Sherman,
2009). Meanwhile, perhaps the most important issue to Mexico
— meaningful immigration reform in the US — was postponed
as the US congress focused on more pressing domestic concerns
like job creation and health care reform.
Moving forward, two potential flashpoints in the Caribbean
pose further worrying challenges. The lacklustre rule of Raúl
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Castro and the worsening economic situation in Cuba have
undercut early hopes that the island would adopt a path
of reform following Fidel Castro’s retirement. Nonetheless,
Obama has implemented new travel rules for Cuban Americans
and favoured direct bilateral negotiations on issues of mutual
concern, such as migration and establishing direct postal service.
Haiti, for its part, remains fragile and poses an ongoing source
of humanitarian disaster that needs to be part of the regional
agenda. In January 2010, Haiti was struck by a powerful
earthquake that devastated the capital city of Port-au-Prince and
resulted in more than two hundred thousand casualties. The US
led in delivering humanitarian relief immediately after the quake,
as well as in granting Temporary Protected Status to Haitian
migrants, and made available hundreds of millions of dollars in
aid while promising to deepen that investment in the months and
years ahead (Silva, 2010).
Honduras, as referenced above, emerged as an unexpected
flashpoint in US-Latin American relations in June 2009 when
its democratically elected president, José Manuel Zelaya, was
deposed in a coup. The Honduran military awoke President
Zelaya early in the morning and deposited him in neighbouring
Costa Rica while still dressed in his pajamas (Malkin, 2009). The
resulting outcry against the newly appointed interim government
of Roberto Micheletti prompted a months-long standoff between
the de facto Honduran regime and the inter-American community.
President Obama (quoted in BBC News, 2009) took an early stand
in condemning the coup and called for the restoration of Zelaya,
describing the forced removal of an elected president as a “terrible
precedent” for the region. While the US joined with other Latin
American countries in attempting to reverse the coup, that effort
was ultimately unsuccessful and Micheletti presided over new
elections and a transition to a new president, Porfirio ``Pepe’’
Lobo, thereby thwarting Zelaya’s efforts to return to power.
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The Honduran crisis also illustrates how fault-lines in US
domestic politics can complicate foreign policy responses to
sensitive political issues in Latin America. Obama’s initial
support for Zelaya’s restoration was strongly challenged by US
conservative critics, led by Republican Senator Jim DeMint,
who blocked the nomination of several top State Department
appointments charged with handling Latin American policy.
DeMint’s support for the interim government of Roberto
Micheletti, created a situation where the Obama administration’s
stance on Honduras was being actively undermined by members
of the US Congress. This allowed Micheletti and his allies to
run out the clock until the previously scheduled elections on
November 29, after which they could be reassured that Zelaya
would not return to power. For its part, Brazil (which had hosted
Zelaya in its Honduras Embassy when he covertly returned to the
country) was not impressed with the US response and US-Brazil
relations suffered strain (see Heine, 2009).
The Honduras situation highlights the increasingly
complicated nature of the US relationship with Latin America
and the Caribbean. In order to pursue the US national interest,
the Obama administration is compelled to navigate between the
contentious US politics regarding Latin America, and the issues
and concerns of the countries of the region, which are becoming
increasingly assertive. The emergence of a regional hegemon
in Brazil has added a new dimension to this difficult balancing
act that foreshadows the potential for more friction in the years
ahead.

The Summit of the Americas and Beyond
If the stakes were high for a successful outcome of the Fifth
Summit of the Americas in Trinidad and Tobago in April 2009,
the bar was set low. The previous inter-American summit,
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which took place in Mar del Plata, Argentina in 2005, was
widely viewed as a disaster. In an effort to play to domestic
sentiments opposed to a visit by President Bush, the government
of Nestor Kirchner had given its blessing to a protest rally of
25,000 demonstrators that included Argentine soccer legend
Diego Maradona. Venezuelan President Chávez took advantage
of the venue to deliver a scathing, two-hour indictment of
President Bush and the US-backed plan to develop the FTAA,
over which summit negotiations later collapsed in acrimony.
Against this backdrop, the 2009 Summit provided Obama with
an important opportunity to begin fleshing out specific proposals
made during his campaign. Two initiatives that were especially
highlighted were the “Energy Partnership for the Americas” to
forge a path toward sustainable growth and clean energy (see
Spencer, 2009), and the pledge to increase aid to the Americas
through targeted micro-financing, vocational training and small
enterprise development to help achieve the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals by 2015.
When Obama arrived at the summit, there was anticipation
about seeing the new US leader perform for the first time on
the hemispheric stage. Furthermore, his visit to Trinidad was
preceded by a flurry of activity related to Cuba. A group of
legislators from the Congressional Black Caucus became the first
American politicians to meet with Fidel Castro since the former
Cuban leader fell ill three years ago. The Obama administration
also repealed restrictions on the ability of Cuban Americans to
travel back to Cuba and send money to their families living on
the island, prompting Raúl Castro (quoted in CNN, 2009) to
declare that “we have sent word to the US government in private
and in public that we are willing to discuss everything, human
rights, freedom of the press, political prisoners, everything.”
At a press conference en route to the summit, Hillary Clinton
responded, “We are continuing to look for productive ways
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forward because we view the present policy as having failed …
We welcome his comments and the overture they represent, and
we are taking a very serious look at how to respond” (quoted in
Stolberg and Barrionuevo, 2009).
During his visit to Trinidad, Obama contributed to a
possible diplomatic breakthrough when he announced to the
33 of the assembled leaders that the US was seeking a “new
beginning” in its tormented relationship with Havana (Richter
and Nicholas, 2009). Not everyone was convinced, however.
During a 50-minute speech, Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega
lambasted US policies and focused on Cuba’s exclusion from
the summit: “I cannot feel comfortable by being here. I feel
ashamed of the fact that I’m participating at this summit with
the absence of Cuba” (quoted in Rampersad, 2009). Ortega then
blasted the US government’s backing of the Cuban-exile led
Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961, although he acknowledged
that Obama “obviously doesn’t have any responsibility for that
historic event.”
Obama told the assembled leaders, “We cannot let ourselves
be prisoners of past disagreements. I am very grateful that
President Ortega did not blame me for things that happened
when I was three months old. Too often, an opportunity to build
a fresh partnership of the Americas has been undermined by
stale debates” (quoted in Fox News, 2009). Obama (2009) went
on to say:
The United States seeks a new beginning with Cuba.
I know that there is a longer journey that must be
traveled to overcome decades of mistrust, but there
are critical steps we can take toward a new day. I’ve
already changed a Cuba policy that I believe has failed
to advance liberty or opportunity for the Cuban people.
We will now allow Cuban Americans to visit the island
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whenever they choose and provide resources to their
families – the same way that so many people in my
country send money back to their families in your
countries to pay for everyday needs. Over the past
two years, I’ve indicated, and I repeat today, that I’m
prepared to have my administration engage with the
Cuban government on a wide range of issues – from
drugs, migration, and economic issues, to human rights,
free speech, and democratic reform. Now, let me be
clear, I’m not interested in talking just for the sake of
talking. But I do believe that we can move US-Cuban
relations in a new direction.
In addition to the attention on Cuba’s absence, the image that
came to dominate the coverage of the summit was a handshake
that occurred between Obama and Chávez early in the gathering.
“I greeted Bush with this hand eight years ago,” Chávez intoned
to Obama. “I want to be your friend.” The Venezuelan president
later gave Obama a Spanish-language copy of The Open Veins
of Latin America: Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent,
by Uruguayan intellectual Eduardo Galeano, a classic leftist text
that decries European and US exploitation of Latin America.
Obama, who does not read Spanish, appeared bemused by the
gift. He later quipped, “I thought it was one of Chávez’s books.
I was going to give him one of mine” (quoted in Pickert, 2009).
Within hours, the 1973 text soared to the top of the Amazon.com
bestseller list, following in the footsteps of the Noam Chomsky
book that Chávez had praised during his infamous “Bush is the
Devil” speech nearly three years earlier (Fox News, 2006).
Before departing Trinidad and Tobago, Obama defended
his handshake with Chávez against Republican attacks that the
president was irresponsibly cavorting with an anti-American
adversary, saying that his courteous response to the Venezuelan
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leader was hardly “endangering the strategic interests of the
United States.” Obama also stated that freedom for the Cuban
people remained the top US objective for engagement with
the island, saying “That’s our lodestone. That’s our North
Star” (quoted in Barrionuevo and Stolberg, 2009). Within
days, Fidel Castro wrote, “There is no doubt that the President
misinterpreted Raúl’s statements. When the President of Cuba
said he was ready to discuss any topic with the US president,
he meant he was not afraid of addressing any issue. That shows
his courage and confidence in the principles of the Revolution”
(quoted in Neill, 2009).
Barack Obama is the 11th US president to face the Castro
regime at the helm of Cuba, and his administration has inherited
a complex and frequently contradictory policy that points in
multiple directions. The goal of the US embargo is to deprive the
Cuban government of resources, yet congressional exemptions
for agricultural trade have transformed the US into Cuba’s fifth
largest trading partner, while Cuban Americans send hundreds
of millions of dollars back to their families on the island each
year. Successive US governments have set aside millions of
dollars to build up domestic opposition groups within Cuba, but
current immigration law grants residency rights to every Cuban
who makes it onto American soil, which has allowed the Castro
government to systematically export those who would otherwise
be its most likely opposition. Tens of millions of dollars have
been spent on Radio and TV Martí broadcasts intended to break
through the Castro regime’s “information blockade,” but the
average American citizen is banned from traveling to the island,
despite the fact that people-to-people contacts have the potential
to provide an important source of information about the outside
world. In April 2009, the Obama administration reaffirmed the
Bush administration’s designation that Cuba is a “state sponsor
of terrorism,” even though the accompanying State Department
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report described Cuba as a country that “no longer actively
supports armed struggle in Latin America and other parts of the
world,” documented “no evidence of terrorist-related money
laundering or terrorist financing activities,” and determined that
Cuba “has not provided safe haven to any new US fugitives
wanted for terrorism” (United States Department of State,
2009). Moreover, the Obama administration, which has placed a
special emphasis on multilateral diplomacy, has been repeatedly
confronted with the fact that virtually none of its allies support
the continuation of the US embargo of Cuba.

Conclusion: In Search of the Elusive Partnership
Upon entering the White House in January 2009, the
Obama administration had to move quickly to confront a
range of pressing challenges. There is little doubt that the new
president’s to-do list was to be dominated by the economic
crisis, Afghanistan and Iraq. Issues facing Latin America and the
Caribbean, though important, were of less immediate concern.
That does not mean, however, that Obama has not engaged in
serious and substantive work to help repair the damage that
the Bush administration has wrought on US-Latin American
relations. Moreover, there is now a window of opportunity to
push through significant changes and lay the foundation for
implementing Obama’s vision for renewing US leadership in
the Americas. Indeed, Obama’s election ushered in a welcome
honeymoon period for his administration in a region that is
strategically important for US interests — and the challenge was
to prolong this moment and harness it to rebuild some semblance
of hemispheric cooperation.
The path ahead will not be easy, but Obama has already
substantially recalibrated US-Latin America policy in the
direction of engagement in small but important ways. President
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Obama and members of his cabinet have frequently met with
their counterparts throughout Latin America and the Caribbean
and emphasized multilateral diplomacy as the central instrument
for addressing the region’s concerns. The US supported a
resolution backed by Latin American countries to lift Cuba’s
suspension from the Organization of American States, and
has stood with Latin American countries in calling for the
restoration of democratic rule in Honduras. Under Obama, US
relations with Latin America appear to be on the mend, but the
progress to date is fragile and by no means irreversible. The
political situation in Latin America and the Caribbean has shifted
considerably in recent years and the new assertiveness of many
regional countries, especially Brazil, has created an increasingly
complex situation.
Although the early hopes for momentous change have
begun to dissipate, the presidency of Barack Obama still has
the potential to bring about an important restructuring of interAmerican relations. In retrospect, the initial warm glow of good
feelings was always destined to give way to a more pragmatic
understanding on both sides of the relationship regarding the
possibilities and limits of what the US and Latin America can
expect of each other. But throughout the Americas, the desire
remains that Barack Obama will be attentive and respectful to
the region’s concerns. The 44th president of the United States
has already pledged to keep an open mind and demonstrate a
willingness to listen. The next step is to advance the strategy
of substantive, issue-oriented engagement that can sustain the
goodwill that so much of the hemisphere felt upon his election
to the White House.
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